Radio Accessory Options
SL3500e Radio And SL300 Radio

Wireless Option - Bluetooth available for SL3500 radios only

NNTN8125 Bluetooth Kit, PTT Pod w/Earpiece  List: $239.00

Wireless Spare Parts and Accessories

PMLN7052 Upper Earpiece w/o PTT Pod  List: $52.00
Comfort Ear Insert S/M/L and L-R Ear  List: $7.00
NNTN8127 Wireless PTT Pod Only  List: $112.00

Wired Option

Impact Gold Series 1 Wire Kits (Choose Earpiece Style) List: $28.00 - $54.00 depending on earpiece
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**Gang Charger**
PMLN7101  6 Bank Charger  List: $225.00

**Spare/Replacement Parts**
Each SL3500e radio comes standard with these accessories. Order these parts as spares or replacements only.

- **PMNN4468**  Battery  List: $40.00
- **25009298001**  Standard Charger  List: $21.00
- **PMLN7190**  Swivel Carry Holster  List: $12.00
- **PMAE4095**  UHF Stubby Antenna  List: $9.50
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